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Elementary School
Grade 2 

 Phonics Lesson

PART ONE: Sample Lesson 



Standardized and Normed Assessments 
and Other Empirical Evidence

 
Areas of Strength/Growth

Areas of Focus/Need

PART TWO:  Report on Student Achievement Summary



Areas of Strength or Growth

● Curriculum: overall performance on questions, especially those requiring more sophisticated analysis
● Thinking SVO indicator:: “Considers ideas, claims, and/or arguments from multiple sources, viewpoints, 

and perspectives” (high performance on related standards)
● Main idea
● Equity: Males and females now perform at similar levels on the state test
● 2021 to 2022: growth in closing post-pandemic gap for students reading below level on our benchmark 

assessments (growth in cohort)

Areas of Focus or Need

● Pandemic recovery

● While many students tested well, some students struggled on almost all questions because they are not 
strong readers. We are working to change that:

               - Focus on phonemic awareness, vocabulary and phonics, and their transfer into reading and writing
               - Restoration of and support through reading intervention programs, plans, and monitoring

      - Instructional techniques proven effective for learning disabled and English language learners
               

● Time-limited writing

Elementary Humanities:  Report on Student Achievement Summary 



Areas of Strength or Growth

● Regional Gap:  outperformed regional counterparts by 𝝁 19%

● District Comparisons:  excelled compared to Nassau County’s most competitive and high-achieving 
neighboring districts (1st, 4th, 4th, and 3rd respectively) 

● Equity:  % of Disabled Students passing Regents ranked 1st 

● Equity:  % of Disabled Students scoring mastery on the Regents ranked 3rd
 

● SVOs:  Students execute open-minded and productive conversations; cordial disagreement and 
differing perspectives are honored (Civil Discourse).     

Areas of Focus or Need

● ELLs:  small percentage of 11th grade ELLs passed the NYS ELA Regents, leading to instructional and 
scheduling changes

● Tier 1 Students:  6th, 7th, 8th and 11th grade students on the cusp of grade-level performance 
struggled to make meaning when confronted with complex syntax and sophisticated vocabulary.
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Areas of Strength or Growth

● High (97%) proficiency on the first administration of the Global Exam

● Constructed Response Questions & Visual Sources where students needs to identify point of view, 
audience, purpose and context while interpreting a source

● Equity: Our students with disabilities had 92% rate 4th among our peer school and our economically 
disadvantaged students had 100% passing (1st among peers)

● Growing as communicators- students engaged in civil discourse in social studies course discussions

● Research: National History Day for ALL 8th grade students, IA draft for ALL IB HOTA students (11th 
grade)

Areas of Focus or Need

● Going from proficiency to mastery- We aim to increase mastery rates on social studies exams
○ Interpreting challenging texts
○ Building long-term vocabulary retention
○ Identifying enduring issues and using evidence-based writing to articulate understanding and 

knowledge. Strengthen writing skills and analysis.
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Best practices in curriculum, 
instruction, and assessment

 Current State and Future Goals

PART THREE:  Analysis of Our Process



● Accessible, challenging learning for ALL students 

● Reduced barriers

● Rigorous scholarship 

● Proactive

● Multiple entry points for same learning goals

● Variability, flexibility, choice

Secondary English Language Arts 

Universal Design for Learning
 Adapted from:  udlguidelines.cast.org

From 
theory …



Secondary English Language Arts

Multiple Paths can lead to the same destination

From 
theory …



Secondary English Language Arts

Multiple means of 

ENGAGEMENT
Multiple means of 

REPRESENTATION

Multiple means of 

ACTION & 
EXPRESSION

RECRUITING INTEREST PERCEPTION PHYSICAL ACTION

SUSTAINING EFFORT 
& PERSISTENCE

LANGUAGE & SYMBOLS EXPRESSION 
& COMMUNICATION

SELF-REGULATION COMPREHENSION EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS

Universal Design for Learning
 Adapted from:  udlguidelines.cast.org

From 
theory …



Secondary English Language Arts

 ENGAgement 

…to  
practice.

● Emotional investment vs. compliance; intrinsic vs. extrinsic motivation

● Relevant and meaningful to students’ lives

● Connection to global, local and/or personal real-world issues

● Student choice and autonomy

English 7 Historical Fiction Unit

1. Independent Reading Book -- Calendar

2. Anchor Text -- “Ambush” from Tim O’Brien’s The Things They Carried

3. Research on Time Period

4. Text-to-Self Connection



Secondary English Language Arts

 REpresentation

…to  
practice.

● Pre-teach vocabulary, connecting to prior knowledge and/or experience 

● Contextualize vocabulary

● Provide strategies for advanced decoding (structural analysis, 
etymology,...) and comprehension (context clues, connotation, 
denotation…)

● Present with multiple means (visual, auditory, graphically, textual,…)

English 6 Caesar’s Stems

1. Caesar’s Stems and WOW Words Frayer Models

2. Vocabulary Roll-a-Word Game



Secondary English Language Arts

 Action and EXPRESSION

…to  
practice.

● Different ways for students to communicate what they’ve learned

● Executive functioning: goal setting, progress-monitoring, self-evaluation, 
and responses to feedback

● Technological tools to assist with time-management, organizing, and 
storing materials

English 9 Research Labs

1. Curriculum (transition to HS) : stress, time management, NoodleTools 
platform, Academic Integrity

2. Instruction:  Goal-Setting,  Metacognition, 

3. Assessment:  Formative metrics, exemplars, quarterly IB Learner Profile 
Reflection Conference 



Spotlighting 4-Quadrants: Part to Whole Active Reading: Annotating

Social Studies Practices
Analyzing Sources



Spotlighting:  Students create a spotlight on parts of the image that are most important to understanding the image OR they can 
create a spotlight to focus on a smaller detail that may get overlooked.  By taking time to focus on smaller details or key parts students 
can focus on analysis, possible explanations and decipher meanings.



Spotlight key areas of 
this political cartoon



Example of how a student 
used this technique



4-Quadrant Activity: A part to whole strategy-  Students try to break down “one quadrant” at a time while considering it’s 

relation to the WHOLE image.  The idea is too slow down the visual process by breaking down detailed/complex images into smaller parts.  



4-Quadrant Activity: A part to whole strategy-  Students try to break down “one quadrant” at a time while considering it’s 

relation to the WHOLE image.  The idea is too slow down the visual process by breaking down detailed/complex images into smaller parts.  



Instructional Approach

Step 1: Show one part of cartoon (not the central image) and ask students 
what they see.  Notice small details. After students notice all the details, 
invite them to draw some conclusions. (SEE, THINK, WONDER)



Step 2: Show the next part.  
Repeat (SEE, THINK, 
WONDER) invite new 
students to participate first. 
Student should begin to see 
part to whole relationship.



Step 3: Reveal final frame holding the central image for last.  



Step 4: Reveal the whole image.  Discuss and Reflect on process and how it supports understanding.

Bigger point beyond analysis:  Don’t stop right after students understand the cartoon!  Now it is time to put this 
cartoon into context.  Is this an accurate, legitimate criticism of the time, person, event?  Explain or Discuss.



Close Reading:  An active reading strategy using highlights and annotations





Sample text from the JUNE 22 Global Regents Exam





Flesch–Kincaid readability tests



Text is best understood by College Graduates
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● Read often and widely from a range of global and diverse texts 
           (Lifelong Practices of Readers, NYS Next Generation Learning Standards)

● Read for multiple purposes, including for learning and for pleasure 
         (Lifelong Practices of Readers, NYS Next Generation Learning Standards)

● Literacy in the Content Areas 
         (2017 Next Generation Standards in Technology, History/Social Studies, and Science)

English 7 Historical Fiction Unit

1. Anchor Text -- “Ambush” from The Things They Carried by Tim O’Brien

2. Research on Time Period

3.

… to 
practice

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

Secondary English Language Arts



Secondary English Language Arts

Scarborough’s Rope

From 
theory …


